
From: Petak, Lawrence (LPETAK)
To: KBAUM
Date: Thursday, September 7, 1995 12:08 pm
Subject: Status please — Reply —Forwarded — Reply — Reply — Reply

Doug Lockie of Endgate stopped my office last night to check on the status of their
application.  He explained their experiment, wherein they intend to do a sort of adpative
power control to control signal beamwidth and fit into the existing 38 GHz environment. LT—I_e

mentioned that they have already discussed with two licensees in the area and have their
approval to go ahcafl

I told him that I would check into status and that it was likely that by this time the

application had been sent to Wireless for coordination, since their licensees would be affected

(I didn‘t think about necessity to go through FAS.) He said that he hadn‘t thought about the

need for us to coordinate with other offices; and if it would be helpful to getting the
application approved, he would provide additional information about their intention to

coordinate with the licensees in the field. If you don‘t expect a problem, then that won‘t be

necessary.

Please. call Tom Smith of Endgate at 408—737—7300 and let him know you are calling in

response to Doug‘s inquiry. Tell him that he should be receiving, or already received, the
STA. Let him know how much time it should take to complete processing the application.
Tell him that we don‘t expect any problem with approval (true?), but if it should arise that we

might need to obtain more info from Endgate and might have to condition the license to
require prior coordination with existing licensees before the experiment can be turned on.

If questions arise from Wireless or FAS, you could let them know that Endgate is talking

with licensees in the field.

CC: jmorgan
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